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M410 - Prague to make the brake 4,75 /
5 / 6 / 8 / 10 mm, 1/4" 1/2"

Price with TAX 207.41 zł

Price 168.63 zł

Availability Dostępny - 24h

Shipping time 24 hours

Number C.410

EAN code 4037374004101

Product description
The tool is used to blow copper pipes and tubes when making the ends needed to connect these cables to the brake system;

Package Contents:
- plastic suitcase
- Praska to earn ends
- Handle for brake hoses
- metric clamps: 4.75 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 mm
- inch squeeze: 1/4" ; 1/2"
- Press to make ends:
ordinary
Bent at an angle of 90 °
Open - type F
Double - type E

AVAILABLE SINGLE ELEMENTS OF THE KIT

User manual:
Gripping of wires should be carried out by qualified personnel in a specialized facility. It is unacceptable to use the device by
children. The person using the instrument should be sober. Trained in Health and Safety at work, and to perform actions with
sensitivity and care.

Warning !!! There is a risk of injury to the sharp edges of the cord or pinching the palms of the fingers.

1. The end of the wire must be cut at right angles and cleaned from sharp edges.
2. Place the wire in the hole in the handle and slide out the wire to the required length.
3. Firmly tighten the cord in the handle with the butterfly nuts.
4. Insert the adapter pin into the center of the cable.
5. Place the stopper over the adapter and tighten the stop until the adapter contacts the adapter.
6. Remove the adapter - the cable end should be conical.
7. Screw the end of the rope until the cord is open.
8. Remove the cord from the bracket.
9. Do not drink a successful operation - drinking alcohol at work is prohibited by Bhp regulations, it is unhealthy and unhappy.
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